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|done, and at the same time an incentive would be afforded
to competioive music, which is now becoming a rage.

I have been endeavouring for some time to point out to
conductors of choral socicties the healthiness of singing as
an inducement to them to collect data as to whether
singers are less liable to diseases of the air passages
than non-singerp. Now, conductors of choral societies
might very easily co-operate in the investigation of the
measure of the resisting power of the chest to disease by
watching the members of their own class, and observing
the number of cbeat affections among them during the
session of practice. At the Alton Choral Society's
attendances last season I noticed as a member and as a
doctor. a great freedom from throat and chest affec-
tions, so that absentees from this cause were quite
the exception; and I wonder if compulsory singing for
children in the open air were legalized, whether it would
lessen cases of diphtheria, measles, whooping-cougb, and
scarlet fever ?
In Alton one of the co-conductors of the Choral Society

is this summer holding fortnightly sight-reading classes.
I am instilling this into the members in the hope of
keeping their mouths and air passages clear of disease and
their mental health in good spirits. And is there a nicer
way of sterilizing the air passages and maintaining them
in health than singing the notes of the musical scale in
harmonious concord in a well.-ventilated room or in the
open ahr'¶

I therefore excuse myself for writing these few lines on
the plea of giving a grain of support to that most excellent
editorial, "The Voioe in Speech and Song," in the JOuRNAL
of May 20th. That a reprint of that article circulated
among the members of the musical profession would be
most valuable to them-nay, to the faculty of medicine
itself-is my conviotion.-I am, etc.,
Alton, May 20th. JOHN FRBDERICK BRISCOE.

THE NEWSPAPER PRESS AND QUACKERY.
Sm,-Daring at least twenty years, on every oppor-

tunity and through every possible medium, in the JOURNAL,
in. the other medical papers, in the Spectator-one of the
very few periodicals that dare admit the subject to their
pages-and latterly before Divisions of the Association,
I have been urging that the appointment of a Royal
Commission formed the indispensable preliminary step
towards medical law reform, the sole means by which the
tale could be unfolded in a method beyond controversy,
and calculated to compel the attention of the Legislature.
Throughout the whole of this time up to now my sugges-
tion has been almost invariably damned authoritatively
without even the mitigation of faint praise. It is, how.
ever, satisfactory to find this week in your editorial, at
page 1284, an indictment of the newspaper press for
its attitude towards quackery-an indictment absolutely
justified, but not as strong or more fully justified than that
formulated.by me at the Reigate Diviaion in May, 1909.
It is, further, satisfaotory to find that the admirable paper
by Dr. J. H. Taylor (p. 1246) ends with a plea for the
appointment of a Royal Commission.
In relation with quackery the conductoof the great bulk

of the newspaper press, including most of those that stand
in the front rank of journalism, forms one of the greatest
scandals of the present day. The exposure of a Royal
Commission might perhaps put an end to the progressive
degradation of the periodical press, and this aone would
constitute a real service to the State.-I am, etc.,
Earlswood Common, May 27th. HENRY SEWILL.

THE METRIC SYSTEM AND THE CENTIGRADE
THERMOMETER.

Sm, Now that the adoption of the metric system in
medical prescriptions is under discussiof, the time would
seem to be favourable for the advocaey of another change,
which is all in the same direction, and which may be
defended on the same grounds-namely, the substitution
of the Centigrade for the Fahrenheit thermometer for
clinical purposes.
What can be more absurd than to teach students to

think in terms of the Centigrade scle while they pass
successively though the preliminary studies of physi1s,
chemistry, physiology, pharmacolog, and bateriology

and then to require them to take their patieiats' temr
peratures with Fahrenheit thermometers. and to think in
terms of that antiquated, though historically interesting;
instrument, so soon as they pass from the laboratories to
the wards ?'

If a student during his work in the wards is asked some
question as to the energy value of the food of one of Lis
patients, he will probably begin to think of a kilo of water
raised 10 C., and not of a pound of water raised 40 Fahren.
heit, just as he will (it he can) prefer to get the food,
factors into grams and litres. But if the temperature of
the patient's body is alluded to, he will have to talk of
degrees and tenths of degrees of the cumbersome Fahrenheit
scale.

Similarly, if the case happens to be one of enteric fever,
and some mention is made of the immunizing powers of
antityphoid vaccines and their modification under varying
temperatures, the Centigrade scale alone will be meant,
while the temperature of.the patient himself is being duly
charted on the Fahrenheit scale.
No scientific defence of Fahrenheis thermometer is

now possible. The suggested innovation would -carry us
one step further towards a closer alliance between
medicine and the other sciences both as to method and as
to material, and the change is one which could be easily
made complete in a few months.
Let the registrars of the various hospitals agree to allow

none but Centigrade thermometers to be used in the
wards, and let examiners forbid the use of any but the
Centigrade scale in the answers of candidates for all
medical examinations, and the thing would be done.
I am, etc.,
Brighton, May 18th. R. J. RYLE.

* See the letters of Sir S. Wilks and Professor Cleveland Abbe ii
Knowledge for 1902, concerning the basis of the graduation employec
in Fahrenheit's thermometer., Sir S. Wilks gives reasons for believing
that Bir Isaac Newton was the actual inventor (P1hM. T-raft.. 170U). 'i

THE ELECTION OF DIRECT REPRESENTATIVE.
Sia,-I wish to thank most heartily through your

columns " one and all," to use the Cornish motto, of the
4,049 members of the medical profession who so loyally
supported and voted for me in the late election for a
Direct Representative on the General Medical Council.
The great measure of success I attained warrants me in

thinking that I shall be justified in appealing once more to
the registered practitioners of Eagland and Wales when
what may be termed the general election comes off in
November of this year.

It is to be regretted that onl-y 10,106 out of 25,472 on the
Register took the trouble to vote.

I have received some communications to the effect that
voting papers have not been received. That can scarcely
be the case if the Registrar of the Council has been notified
as to the present address; but it might be well for those
who think they have not received it this time to com-
municate with the Registrar of the General Medical
Council.-I am, etc.,
Plymouth, May 23rd. GEo. JACKSON.

DR. COOKE FUND.
SIR,-May I, through your columns, acknowledge (on

behalf of my Barnstaple colleagues and myself) the
splendid response which has been made to our appeal?
To each and every generous giver we tender.our warmest
thanks.
I have reoeivedlthe following communication from

Dr. Cooke:
Westward HoE!

May 24th, 1911.
Dear Dr. Harper,-

Will you please accept for yourself and your
Barnstaple colleagues my most sincere thanks for all you
have done on my behalf, and will you be good enough to
express to those who have so generously subscribed to
the Dr. Cooke Fund my heartfelt gratitude and intense
appreciation?
Such a magniflcent response to your appeal deserves to

be chronicled to the lasting honour of the medical pro-
fession, and no words of mine can adequately acknowledge
it, and I only wish I could personally thank and shake by
the hand the hundreds of warm-hearted medical men and
women who have been so good to me in my distress.

I have b6en thinking how best I can show the reality
of my gratitude. It seems to me that I can do so in no
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more practical and effective way than by adopting the
admirable suggestion that the capital should on my death
form the nucleus of a permanent fund for the benefit
of the medical profession which has so generously
subscribed it.
Will you formulate some plan for carrying this into

effect? And if my blindness and the exceeding goodness
of my medical confrere8 result in the establishment of
some permanent addition to our medical charittes it will
surely help me to bear my affliction with patience and
fortitude.
Again thanking you, and through you every one of the

many kind contributors who have lightened my darkness
and brightened my life,

I am,
Very gratefully yours,

CHARLES M. COOKE.
Dr. J. R. Harper, Barnstaple.
The net result of our appeal is that we find ourselves

in possession of some £2,000-a splendid nucleus for such
a fund as is foreshadowed in Dr. Cooke's letter. It is only
fair to say that the idea of a permanent scheme first
emanated from Sir Henry Morris-himself a most liberal
giver-but numbers of our correspondents have touched
upon it, and I gladly commend the suggestion to your
advocacy and to the consideration of your readers.

If only one of our medical benevolent or charitable
institutions would take over the £2,000 and (after securing
to Dr. Cooke some such annuity as he could secure by
sinking the capital) make a further appeal on an extended
basis and for a permanent purpose the result would, in my
opinion, be assured.

It would be intensely gratifying to all who have so nobly
supported the "Dr. Cooke FuLd " if, instead of the capital
being sunk, it could be utilized as suggested, and form a
monument for all time to the fraternal freemasonry of our
profession.-I am, etc.,

JOHN R. HARPER,
BarnstaDle, May 25th. Treasurer.

THE VACCINATION DEBATE IN THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

SIR,-I quite agree with the statement in your editorial
on the above subject, in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
for April 29ih, that " the balk of the medical profession is
so thoroughly convinced of the value of vaccination that it
is disposed to look upon the whole question as a chose
jugde." Certainly, the ordinary " vaccination debate "
between those who believe and those who disbelieve in
vaccination is not a very edifying process, and, from the
scientific point of view, it is generally entirely barren.
The recent debate in the House of Commons, however,
touched a higher level, and I think that both Dr. Hillier,
on the one hand, and Mr. Barns, on the other, are to be
congratulated on the way each presented his case. Dr.
Hillier's arguments were quite orthodox, and I have no
'comment to make beyond pointing out, as Mr. Burns
quickly did, that the behaviour of small-pox in the
absence of vaccination in semi-civilized countries is not
a very convincing argument as to how small-pox would
behave in a country such as our own with an advanced
system of sanitary control.
Mr. Barns, however, raised an all-important issue,

which will certainly have to be faced; and, with your
permission, I wish to refer to it. In effect, Mr. Burns sug-
gested that it was possible for this country, in its present
condition of comparatively high sanitary efficiency, to face
small-pow with equanimity, even though infantile vaccina-
tion was falling more and more into disuse. Is it quite
certain that Me. Burns was wrong? As one who has been
medical officer of health for ten years for a large industrial
centre of nearly a quarter of a million inhabitants, which
has the reputation of being the worst vaccinated community
in the country, during which period two epidemics of
small-pox, each numbering over 300 cases, has visited the
town, I look at this question from a different point
of view perhaps from most of your readers. To prevent
misunderstanding let me make my position with regard to
vaccination quite clear. I am an absolute believer in the
power of vaccination to confer upon thc individual com-
-plete, though temporary, prot6ction against small-pox. I
have publicly -testified to this belief in Leicester by takin
my wife and family-the-youngest a babe in arms-al

recently vaccinated, to the Leicester SmaU-pox Hospital,
and there photographing them in a ward full of patients
by the bedside of one of the worst cases. I knew, of
course, that the experiment was free from any risk, but
few medical men have testified to their faith in this simple
and effective manner. The photograph obtained has been
of great use in helping me to convince persons who have
been exposed to the infection of small-pox of the immenee
value of recent vaccination. I may say, too, that not a
single member of the Leicester Small-pox Hospital staff,
during the epidemics referred to above, contracted the
disease, and I attribute this entirely to the fact that I
took care that every one (except one or two who had
already had the disease) was recently vaccinated. I
should be sorry, indeed, to have to fight an epidemic of
small-pox without the invaluable protection which recent
vaccination confers upon those who have to deal with the
disease.
Bat having said this much, I feel I must go further and

confess that my experience in Leicester, whilst it has
confirmed me in the beliefs just expressed, has seriously
shaken other beliefs which I held prior to coming to
Leicester. I have now come to believe that the danger, at
the present day, of small-pox "spreading like wild-fire in
an unvaccinated community, once the sparks of infection
are introdaced," has been greatly over-estimated. There
has been none of this "s preading like wild-fire " in
Leicester. It is true that the entire population of the
town is not unvaccinated, but one important section of it,
the school children, are, for all practical purposes, entirelyunvaccinated. Yet although school children have been
repeatedly attacked whilst still attending school, the disease
has never "caught on " in a single school, nor have I ever
had to close schools on account of it. A similar immunity
of the school children was observed in the earlier epidemio
of 1893.
To be quite frank, I have come to doubt whethor the

problem of preventing the spread of small-pox, under
modern conditions, is rendered much, if any, more difficult
by reason of the existence of a large proportion of unvacci-
nated persons; and after all, the bulk of the adult popula-
tion in any town (in. this country) is virtually unprotected,
for the effect of vaccination in warding off an attack only
lasts for about a decade.
Perhaps at this point I had better clear the ground of

the question of revaccination. I am quite aware that the
protective power of vaccination can be renewed as often as
necessary by revaccination, and I quite believe that if the
German system (including a third vaccination of all males)
could be adopted in this country, equal results would be
obtained. But I am satisfied (even if I thought the risk
of small-pox sufficient to justify such a heavy premium)
that, with the strong prejudice that exists against vacci-
nation, any system of compulsory revacoination is quite
oat of the question, and Dr. Hillier himself admitted that
it was not practical politics. Therefore I do not propose
to consider the question of revaccination any further.
But to return to the question of infantile vaccination,

not only have I come to d6ubt how far the presence of
unvaccinated persons in a population makes the problem
more difflcult, but I am even inclined to think that in an
entirely unvaccinated community the problem might
actually be easier. My reasons for this are as follows:
My experience of small-pox in Leicester has impressed
me with the great danger of spread of the disease arisng
from the occurrence of very slight, highly modified, and on
that account unrecognized cases of the disease. Repeated
examples of this have occurred in Liecester, and indeed
everywhere. No preeautions can be taken in these cases
as their real nature is nob known, and consequently they
too often spread the disease broadcast. A good instance
in point is the recent outbreak in the East End of London,
due to an unrecognized case of small-pox, in a child of 12,
who was treated for three weeks in a general ward in the
Mile End Infirmary, with the result that at least 30 cases
with 8 deaths occurred, and the disease was given a big
chance of getting a foothold in the metropolis.
Now it is well known to every medical man (except

those who disbelieve in vaccination) that these slight un-
recognized cases of small-poxr which do such infinite mis.
chiet are very much more likelyr to occur amongst those
who have been once vaccinated than amongst thenvacci-
nated. Small-poxr whe it attaks an nvacoinatied child
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